General: Christian Books


Mather, George A. and Larry A. Nichols. *Dictionary of Cults, Sects, Religions and the Occult*. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1993. Not only covers the so-called "traditional" cults, but also examines various occult groups. Also contains pictures. (384 pp., appendices, bibliography)


Rhodes, Ron. *The Culting of America: The Shocking Implications for Every Concerned Christian*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1994. "Tragically, millions of people today are utterly oblivious to the new breed of cultic invaders now conquering the West. … [C]ult expert Ron Rhodes … takes a fascinating look at why the cults have been so successful at spreading darkness all across the land …" [from the back cover] Rhodes covers such topics as: connections with Hollywood's hottest celebrities, public school influence reaching millions of young minds, and powerful dominance in American business and health. (259 pp., endnotes, bibliography, subject index, appendices)

[1]. *Find it Quick Handbook on Cults and New Religions: Where Did They Come From? What Do They Believe?* "Expert Ron Rhodes describes 40 cults and new religions in this
concise and easy-to-use handbook, providing a short history of each sect or new religion, an explanation of each group's major doctrines, [and] the Christian response." [from the cover] (313 pp., end notes, bib.)
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**New Age Movement: Christian Books**

*General*


Ankerberg, John, and John Weldon. *The Coming Darkness*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1993. A thorough explanation and critique of occultism which shows that the New Age movement is the same as the occult. (qp, 345 pp., end notes, index)
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Groothuis, Douglas. *Confronting the New Age*. Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1988. Sequel to Groothuis' *Unmasking the New Age*. There not only is a need to understand the New Age, but there is also the need to confront it. Deals with witnessing to New Agers, identifying New Age influences in business seminars, exposing New Age curriculum in public schools, and more. (qp, 230 pp., chapter end notes, index, bibliography)

________. *The New Age Movement*. Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1986. A small, helpful booklet summarizing the essence of the New Age Movement. (booklet, 32 pp., end notes, recommended reading)


Hunt, Dave. *The Cult Explosion*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1980. *The Cult Explosion* explains what has happened in our recent past to get us where we are in the New Age heresy. Accurately shows the ominous "connection" between the cults in the
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world, as well as how New Age occult thinking has penetrated many levels of society. (qp, 272 pp., end notes, index)


_______. *Peace, Prosperity, and the Coming Holocaust*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1983. Tying together all the loose ends, this book shows the New Age Movement as the global threat it is, as well as its possible relationship to end time events. (qp, 282 pp., end notes)


Hunt, Dave and T. A. McMahon. *The New Spirituality*. (Formerly entitled *America: The Sorcerer’s New Apprentice*.) Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1988. Is America at the threshold of a glorious New Age of enlightenment, peace, and brotherhood or have we as Americans in our search for higher levels of human potential opened a spiritual Pandora's box? Their verdict is that the New Age Movement is a Trojan Horse that will eventually bring down Western civilization. Last in his five part series which is must reading for everyone who wants to understand what the New Age Movement is all about. (qp, 293 pp., end notes)

Kreeft, Peter. *Between Heaven and Hell*. Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1982. A very delightful, imaginary conversation between C. S. Lewis, John F. Kennedy, and Aldous Huxley (the Christian, the Humanist, and the Pantheist) on God, the Bible, and Jesus Christ. Written in a "Socratic" dialogue. Excellent apologetic on the differences between Christianity and eastern religions (and therefore the New Age Movement). (qp, 115 pp.)


Leithart, Peter and George Grant. *A Christian Response to Dungeons & Dragons*. Fort Worth: Dominion Press, 1987. In this revealing booklet the authors show just exactly what D & D is, how it works, and why it is so popular. They also provide a Biblical critique of the game so that Christians can know how to respond. (qp, 17 pp., bibliography)

Lochhass, Philip H. *How to Respond to The Eastern Religions*. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1979. A handy guide to the essentials of eastern religions which are the background to much of the New Age Movement. (qp, 32 pp., bibliography)


McRoberts, Kerry D. *New Age or Old Lie?* Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1989. "Is it inaccurate to assume that New Agers are unstable, irrational, residual hippies living at the margins of society? Research has demonstrated that those persons most likely to embrace New Age thinking and practices tend to be educated, affluent, and successful people. They must be taken seriously." [from the forward] (qp, 137 pp., chapter end notes, glossary)


North, Gary. *Unholy Spirits: Occultism and the New Age Movement*. Fort Worth: Dominion Press, 1986. A detailed analysis of many aspects of the New Age Movement. This book constitutes a complete revision of North's earlier work *None Dare Call it Witchcraft*. From a decidedly anti-premillennial (postmillennial) perspective. (hb, 426 pp, footnotes, scripture index, index)


Spiritual Counterfeits Project. *TM in Court*. Berkeley: Spiritual Counterfeits Project, 1978. When Transcendental Meditation was being taught in the public schools in New Jersey, some Christians challenged it in court and won. This work is the complete text of the Federal Court's opinion in the case of Malnak v. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. (qp, 75 pp.)

Snyder, Tom. *Myth Conceptions: Joseph Campbell and the New Age*. Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1995. "Tom Snyder shows that Campbell's myth conceptions were cultivated in a misconceived mix of mysticism, pantheism, and personal bias against Christianity." (from the cover) (qp, 280 pp., end notes, bib., index)

Wilson, Clifford and John Weldon. *Psychic Forces and Occult Shock*. Chattanooga: Global Publishers, Inc., 1987. "Should Christians develop psychic abilities?" "Can parapsychology be Christian?" "Are UFO's real?" "Can scientific research mask occultism?" These and other questions are examined in this thorough work. (qp, 482 pp., appendices on counseling those with occult involvement, index)
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Christian perspective on an old world religion which provides much of the philosophy of the New Age Movement. Also examines contemporary Buddhist movements. (qp, 141 pp., end notes, bibliography, glossary, index)

Holistic Medicine, Psychology, Self-Improvement


Business


Education
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Age Movement, but a practical guide to what can be done to combat these influences.
(qp, 180 pp., end notes, bibliography, glossary)

Transcripts from the preceding before the U.S. Department of Education regarding the public school classroom's use of psychotherapeutic techniques in "educating" children.
(qp, 446 pp., index)

*Recommended Non-Christian Material*


Religion


[________. "Deepak Chopra's *Third Jesus: The Persistent New Age Jesus.*" [available at http://christiananswersforthenewage.org]


[________. *Reincarnation and Christianity*. Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship Inc., 1980. Reincarnation is being accepted more and more in today's society. Morey gives a good succinct Christian answer to the reincarnationist. (qp, 60 pp., bibliography, end notes)


**UFO’S, Angels, Near Death Experiences, Ghosts, Psychic Phenomena**


________. *Journey into the Light: Exploring Near-Death Experiences*. Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996. Dr. Norman Geisler says "This is the very best book on NDE's (near death experiences) in print." (from the cover) (qp, 288 pp., end notes, bib)

Alnor, William M. *UFO’s in the New Age*. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992. A very important work. The only one of its kind. Carefully researched and documented. Alnor has exposed the malevolent nature of so-called extraterrestrials. “He takes us beyond the harmless fantasy about lovable ETs and exposes the distortion of Christian beliefs and other dangerous occult activities involved in the New Age UFO movement.” (from the cover)

Rhodes, Ron. *Angels Among Us: Separating Truth from Fiction*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1994. "Suddenly, stories of angelic encounters are emerging all around us. … Curiously, however, many of these seemingly celestial visitors have little in common with the angels we meet in the Bible. … When it comes to angels, how can we tell what is real and what isn't? How can we separate truth from fiction? *Angels Among Us* provides solid, biblically based answers to these pressing questions by taking us on a fascination—and highly inspirational—tour of God's Word." (from the cover) (qp, 244 pp., bib., end notes)


Masonry, et al.

Ankerberg, John and John Weldon. *The Secret Teachings of the Masonic Lodge: A Christian Perspective*. Chicago: Moody Press, 1989. "An eye-opening look at the beliefs, rituals, and teachings of the Mason. The authors have carefully researched the subject, using documents recommended by leaders of the Lodge. They contrast their findings with the
principles and commands found in Scripture." [from the cover] (qp, 333 pp., end notes, bib., subject, person indices)


Personal Testimonies

Baer, Randall. *Inside the New Age Nightmare*. Lafayette, LA: Huntington House, 1989. A world renowned New Age leader tells the inside story of the fast growing New Age Movement. A former naturopathic doctor, Baer was an internationally known authority in the area of crystals, sacred sciences, and spiritual teachings. (qp, 202 pp., chapter end notes, appendices, bibliography)

Brooke, Tal. *Riders of the Cosmic Circuit*. Batavia, IL: Lion Publishing Corporation, 1986. Tal Brooke held a privileged position in the inner circle of Sai Baba devotees in India before his conversion to Christianity. His account draws some fascinating conclusions. (qp, 220 pp., end notes, bibliography)

Maharaj, Rabi R. *Death of a Guru*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1977, 1984. At a time when Eastern mysticism, religion, and philosophy fascinate many in the West, Maharaj offers fresh and important insights from the perspective of his own experience as a Brahmin priest who converted to Christ. (qp, 208 pp., glossary, formerly published as *Escape into the Light*.)


Michaelsen, Johanna. *The Beautiful Side of Evil*. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1982. A personal account of one who got involved with what was regarded as neutral mind techniques to improve one's "spiritual life", but turned out to be demonic. Shows how Satan ". . . transforms himself into an angel of light." (qp, 222 pp., bibliography, footnotes)
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Babcox, Neil. *In Search of Charismatic Reality: One Man's Pilgrimage.* Portland: Multnomah Press, 1985. "Join in a journey that Norm Geisler calls 'one of the most exciting testimonies of genuine spiritual thirst for biblical truth I have ever read.' Neil Babcox was a charismatic pastor of a charismatic church. But the One he calls 'the God of great surprises' slowly stirred a storm within him: How authentic were the gifts of prophecy and tongues he had practiced, tested, and preached? At stake was his own conscience before God—but also an inexpressible heart—investment of years." (from the cover) Though technically not about the Word of Faith Movement, the book is a revealing look at charismatic extremism and the toll it can take on a Christian's life. (qp, 91 pp.)


Fisher, G. Richard, Kurt Goedelman, W. E. Nunnally, Stephen F. Cannon, and Paul R. Blizzard. *The Confusing World of Benny Hinn: A Call for Discernment of the Teaching & Ministry of the Popular Healing-Evangelist.* Saint Louis: Personal Freedom Outreach, revised and expanded, 1995. "… a collection several popular articles investigating the bestselling author … The reader is furnished with solid research and documentation to unmask the bizarre teaching and contradictory spiritual experiences of the faith healer …" (from the cover) (qp, 185 pp., appendices, end notes)

Geisler, Norman L. *Signs and Wonders.* Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 1988. Healings, miracles, and unusual events: Which are real? Which are supernormal? Which are counterfeit? Some Christians claim to be able to heal the sick and even raise the dead. Are these healers using the power of God? Are they mere fakers? Or is their power from Satan? And what about non believers who also claim to perform miracles? A book for anyone who wonders about the power and the sincerity of those who claim to be wonder workers. (qp, 182 pp., appendices, glossary, bibliography)

Hanegraaff, Hank. *Christianity in Crisis.* Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1993. Picking up where Hunt's Seduction of Christianity leaves off; documents the outrageous extent to which heresy is rampant in the Christian community. (hb, 447 pp., end notes, bib., scripture and subject indices)


Horton, Michael, ed. _Power Religion: The Selling Out of the Evangelical Church?_ Chicago: Moody Press, 1992. "Ruled by sociology, psychology, and politics, the evangelical church, some Christian leaders believe, has gone too far in adopting the world's tactics in the name of progress and betterment for the church." (From the cover.) Includes articles by R. C. Sproul, J. I. Packer, Charles Colson, D. A. Carson, James M. Boice, and others on such topics as signs and wonders and codependency. (hb, 353 pp., chapter end notes)


Hunt, Dave and T. A. McMahon. _The Seduction of Christianity: Spiritual Discernment in the Last Days_. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1985. Regarded by some as "... the most important book of the decade." _The Seduction of Christianity_ spells out the whole story of the great lie that is sweeping through the professing church. Well documented. (qp, 239 pp., end notes)


Matzat, Don. _Inner Healing_. Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1987. Is it biblical to combine various theories of psychology with the supernatural healing power of Jesus Christ? Matzat offers a careful and thoughtful investigation of the issues involved in Inner Healing. (qp, 206 pp., end notes)

McConnell, D. R. _A Different Gospel: A Bold and Revealing Look at the Biblical and Historical Basis of the Word of Faith Movement_. (Peabody, MD: Hendrickson Publishers, updated edition, 1995.) Perhaps the most documented historical treatment of the faith movement, proving the connections of Kenneth Hagin to E. W. Kenyon and the metaphysical cults of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. (qp, 225 pp., chapter end notes)

Moriarty, Michael G. _The New Charismatics: A Concerned Voice Responds to Dangerous New Trends_. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992. "... the author demonstrates that many of the teachings being embraced by the charismatic community have actually
been gleaned from earlier neo-Pentecostal movements and, as such, may lack a biblical foundation." (from the cover) Moriarty's critique includes an examination of signs and wonders, modern apostles and prophets, and healing and prosperity. (qp, 384 pp., appendix, index)

Primary Sources

Mormonism: Primary Sources

*The Book of Mormon*. Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

*Doctrine and Covenants*. Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.


*Pearl of Great Price*. Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
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